
3. Random Answers 
 
Objective: 
Initially this app will function like a magic 8-ball so that clicking on             
the button will produce a random response on screen. The more           
responses that the student supplies the more enjoyable this app          
will be for the end user so students should be encouraged to be as              
creative as possible when coming up with their random answers.          
The skeleton of this app is also very easily adapted into a variety             
of other formats, such as a trivia app or a dice rolling app.  
 
Design Concepts: 
Label [docs]. 
Labels are used when you want to display some information that the            
user can’t edit.  
 
Blocks: 
Lists [example] 
Lists are a great way to collect and organise data in your app. Each item, or element, in you list                    
will have a value and an index. The index is a unique number that simply keeps track of a                   
value’s position within a list. It might be useful to know that while arrays in many other                 
programming languages are indexed from, lists in Thunkable are indexed from 1. From the              
perspective of the beginner this is much more intuitive that counting from 0. 
 
Instructions: 

1. Drag and drop a Button component into the phone. 
2. Drag and drop a Label component into the phone. Click the Blocks tab. Open the drawer for                 

Button1. Drag and drop the “when Button1 Click” block into the blocks editor. 
3. Open the drawer for Label1. Drag and drop a "from Label1 set Text to" block into the "when                  

Button1 Click" block. 
4. Open the Lists drawer. Drag and drop a "random item of list" block into the opening of the                  

“from Label1 set Text to” block. This block will randomly select text from one of the two text                  
blocks. 

5. Add your own text into the first two blocks. If you would like more than two randomly                 
generated options, click the star on the list block. This will allow you to drop more item blocks                  
into the list. You will need to add a new blank text block for each extra item that you create. 

6. Congratulations! You just built your third app. Open up your Thunkable Live app and click               
Live Test on your computer to start using this Random Answers app. 
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https://docs.thunkable.com/thunkable-cross-platform/create/components/user-interface/label
https://docs.thunkable.com/thunkable-cross-platform/create/blocks/lists


The finished blocks should look like something like this: 

 
Sample App: 
 
Randomizer http://bit.ly/thunk103 
 
Progression: 
 

● Customise the UI of this app. Change the text on the button and the default text in the Label. 
● Have users create their own answers. These components and blocks may be useful. 
● Make a dice app. These components and blocks may be useful. Image link:              

https://thunkable.github.io/digital-asset/provided-assets/die1.png (to get the other sides of       
the die, change die1.png to die2.png etc.) 
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http://bit.ly/thunk103

